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Give Details of the UG and PG Syllabus prepared in Sanskrit. 
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 National Sanskrit University deems a great pride in teaching all courses of 
different programs at UnderGraduate, Post Graduate and research level through 
Sanskrit medium except vernacular languages and modern subjects. 

Sanskrit is the medium of teaching for all courses related to shastras and Sanskrit 
language in the Prak-shastri program. At Undergraduate level, there are 229 core 
courses offered in Sanskrit medium such as Sahitya, Vyakarana, Nyaya, Jyotisha, 
Vedanta, Sankhya yoga, Mimamsa, Vedabhashya, Puranetihasa, etc which have 
two Courses each in every semester, based on the concerned shastras from Sem-I 
to Sem-VI. Apart from these courses, Sanskrit course as second language and 
most of the courses that are enlisted as conventional and vocational electives 
such as Archakatva Pourohitya, Puranapravachanam, and communicative Sanskrit 
are taught in Sanskrit.  

All the 440 courses in traditional Sastric PG Programs such as Sahitya(Kavya 
and Alankara vargas), Vyakarana, Nyaya, Jyotisha, Dvaita Vedanta, Advaita 
Vedanta, Visishtadvaita Vedanta, Sankhya yoga, Mimamsa, Vedabhashya, 
Puranetihasa and Dharmasastra are offered and taught in sanskrit medium. Apart 
from these Sanskrit/sastra related courses such as Natural Language Processing 
and Sabdabodhamimamsa in interdisciplinary PG Programs and courses such as 
Inclusive Education, Educational Psychology, etc. in Professional PG Programs 
impart education to students by deploying Sanskrit as the medium of instruction. 

 At research level, there are two parallel course works  i.e  One in Sanskrit 
Sastras and the other in the Department of Education. Course work in Sanskrit 
Sastras contains three papers i.e Paper 1 consists of Part A: Research 
Methodology and Part B: Survey/ review  of the published research papers and 
theses in the relevant field. Paper 2 consists of Part A: Sanskrit language skill and 
training for preparation of theses and Part B: Computer  Applications. Paper 3 



consists of Part A:Research Ethics and Part B; Manuscriptology and Textual 
Criticism. All the above said courses are taught in Sanskrit except Computer 
Applications.  

Likewise, the Department of Education also has four papers in which Paper 
1- Educational Research Methodology, Paper 2 - Research & Publication Ethics, 
Paper 3- Data Processing & Computer  Applications, Paper 4 consists of Part A: 
Survey/ review  of the published research in the relevant field;  Part B :Sanskrit 
language skill and training for preparation of theses which are taught through 
Sanskrit. All the above said courses are taught in Sanskrit except Data Processing 
& Computer  Applications. 

Medium of instruction & examination for all traditional courses at UG & PG 
Programs is Sanskrit only.  

Total number of courses in Undergraduate and Postgraduate programs 
which are taught in Sanskrit medium are about 692 in number. 

 


